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“Foam Engineers did a fabulous job for me  
on a large home in Ladue! We had typically used  

wet blown cellulose prior to this job, but I am now a  
fan of Foam Engineers and the spray foam system.  

I expect my subcontractors to be knowledgeable  
and professional and they clearly were. I now 

recommend this system to all of our customers.”

Jim Minton
Minton Development Inc.
St. Louis, Missouri

Call today to experience the
      Foam Engineers professional,
            service-oriented approach!

Does Your Insulation Contractor...

Choose the BEST insulating contractor 
     for MAXIMUM performance



Exemplary Customer Service
•  Clear communication of plans and mutual 

agreement regarding service expectations
•  Respect and care for your property
•  Exemplary professional & personal conduct 
•  Clean up – leaving the jobsite as clean as 

before we started

Premium Spray Foam Materials
•  We only use highest quality materials 

that have been tested and approved by 
independent services

•  We only use reliable material suppliers who 
are able to deliver consistently good quality

•  In house lab where spray foam materials and 
mixing ratios are tested and perfected

Once you have decided to use THE BEST 
INSULATING MATERIAL – Spray Foam, 
doesn’t it also make sense to choose  
the best insulating contractor 
to ensure MAXIMUM 
PERFORMANCE?

“Foam Engineers has a good product,  
and they were great to work with. Our home 

does not have the cold spots that our old fiberglass 
insulated house had. David was very professional  

and helped advise me that I could use smaller  
HVAC units with a fresh air exchanger to  

maximize energy efficiency”.

Eric Littiken
Homeowner / Self-General Contractor
Foristell, Missouri 

“David, Rick and their crew were  
excellent to work with! The whole process was 

very professional – estimate, service, quality of work, 
getting the job done in a timely manner, and clean 
up were all super. David even helped me qualify for 
a $2,000 tax credit for building an energy-efficient 

home! I have already recommended Foam  
Engineers to my friends.”

Mark Kluesner
Kluesner & Dobsch Construction Inc.
Washington, Missouri

“David and the Foam Engineers team 
went above and beyond my expectations!  

Their price was very fair and they were genuinely 
interested in making sure I got the best insulating  

job possible. I would put Foam Engineers at the top  
of my list of outstanding subcontractors and  
would heartily recommend them to anyone  

looking for an insulation contractor.”

Bill Gwyn  
Homeowner / Self-General Contractor 
Kirkwood, Missouri

“I’m a particular guy, and I had another  
sub-contractor start on a home I am building  

at Kentucky Lake, but he was doing a sloppy job  
and was not responsive to my concerns. My son, Jack  

was very happy with work Foam Engineers had done on  
his rehab home in St. Louis, so I called David to see if  

they would be willing to travel to Kentucky to take over. 
They just completed the job and I am very happy. They  

are good, hard-working guys you can trust!”

John Williams
Homeowner / Self-General Contractor
Chesterfield, Missouri

Professional Approach / Installation
•  Mechanical engineer owner / operator with solid 

understanding of latest building science principles 
•  Certified HERS rater utilizing “blower door” test & 

REM/Design ™ energy modeling
•  Thermal imaging infrared camera used to pinpoint 

thermal leaks and spot condensation risk areas
•  HVAC sizing recommendations for optimum 

energy performance
•  Free quote with analysis and suggestions to 

maximize energy efficiency, health & comfort
•  Professionally trained and certified installers
•  Certified by Missouri Department of Natural 

Resources as a Missouri Home Energy Auditor

David McClure, owner / operator of Foam Engineers 
is passionately committed to helping homeowners, 
contractors and architects build environmentally 
responsible structures that are healthy, comfortable, 
durable and energy efficient. David is a professional 
engineer with a masters degree in mechanical 
engineering and over 25 years of experience in the 
polyurethane industry. Foam Engineers, located in 
Sullivan, Missouri is uniquely qualified to serve the 
building community of the greater St. Louis region 
and beyond.


